The vaccinia virus bifunctional gene J3 (nucleoside-2'-O-)-methyltransferase and poly(A) polymerase stimulatory factor is implicated as a positive transcription elongation factor by two genetic approaches.
Vaccinia virus genes A18 and G2 affect the elongation and termination of postreplicative viral gene transcription in opposite ways. Viruses with mutations in gene A18 produce abnormally long transcripts, indicating that A18 is a negative transcription elongation factor. Viruses containing mutations in gene G2 produce transcripts that are abnormally short, truncated specifically from their 3' ends, indicating that G2 is a positive transcription elongation factor. Despite the fact that both A18 and G2 are essential genes, A18-G2 double-mutant viruses are viable, presumably because the effects of the mutations are mutually compensatory. In addition, the anti-poxviral drug isatin-beta-thiosemicarbazone (IBT) seems to enhance elongation during a vaccinia infection: IBT treatment of a wildtype vaccinia infection induces a phenotype identical to an A18 mutant infection, and G2 mutant viruses are dependent on IBT for growth, presumably because IBT restores the G2 mutant truncated transcripts to a normal length. These observations inspire two independent genetic selections that have now been used to identify an additional vaccinia gene, J3, that regulates postreplicative transcription elongation. In the first selection, a single virus that contains an extragenic suppressor of the A18 temperature-sensitive mutant, Cts23, was isolated. In the second selection, several spontaneous IBT-dependent (IBT(d)) mutant viruses were isolated and characterized genetically. Marker rescue mapping and DNA sequence analysis show that the extragenic suppressor of Cts23 contains a point mutation in the J3 gene, while each of seven new IBT(d) mutants contains null mutations in the J3 gene. The J3 protein has previously been identified as a (nucleoside-2'-O-)-methyltransferase and as a processivity subunit for the heterodimeric viral poly(A) polymerase. The nature of the two independent selections used to isolate the J3 mutants strongly suggests that the J3 protein serves as a positive postreplicative transcription elongation factor during a normal virus infection.